
EEL Screed 6100
Putting A New Spin On Corded Roller Screeds





CORDED
POWER

Plugs into any 120V, 60hz outlet or 
generator and has internal cord 
storage for hassle free transport.

ADJUSTABLE
TUBE LENGTHS

Comes with expandable tube inserts 
that allow easy transition between 
tubes 3 ft. to 22 ft. long.

PIVOTING &
FOLDING HANDLE

A three position handle allows more 
pulling positions and folds/locks for 
compact and lightweight transport.

CUSTOMIZED
CONTROL

The variable speed lever can be quickly 
switched to the right or left side for 
better handling.

All Steel Housing  |  Easy Attach Chuck  |  Unparalleled Mobility & Efficiency



Three Position Handle  |  Locks For Transportation  |  Removable Kickstand

Transport With Ease.
Don’t get stuck awkwardly moving your roller screed again! The EEL Screed 6100 is 
equipped with a special three position folding handle that not only allows the operator 
to adjust how they pull the machine, but also how they transport it. When the EEL 
Screed is not in use, the handle quickly folds and locks to ensure safe transit.



All Steel Housing  |  Attain Flatter Surfaces  |  Easily Change Pipe Lengths

The Easier Way To Screed.
While offering all the advantages of a standard roller screed, the EEL Screed 
maintains a lightweight, mobile, and versatile design. With the adjustment of one 
bolt, the variable speed lever can be switched from the right to left side allowing 
you to tackle any job without having to worry about comfort. The EEL Screed also 
has easy access internal cord storage that makes transport a breeze and plugs 
into a 120V, 60hz outlet or generator.  

Shipping complete with everything except the SCH40 aluminum pipe in a 
5x18x32 inch box, the EEL Screed is the solution for contractors of all sizes who 
want a cost saving way to get more flatwork done in less time with a better flatter 
finished product. You will be impressed with the power and functionality of this 
easy to operate screed!



What Makes It The Best.

Defined and easy to control variable 
speed lever. This lever can be moved from 
the right to left side easily with one bolt.

Made with the operator in mind, the positional 
and floating handle allows you to pull from 
other angles. The handle also folds and locks 
for compact and lightweight transport. 

Our patent-pending stainless steel chuck is 
designed to keep the drill from disconnecting 
from the pipe in almost any situation while 
also allowing for a quick one pin disconnect.



Our lifting handle is designed for convenience 
and safety. The handle is located to allow the 
operator to lift without bending over or putting 
hands in an unsafe position.

Because our drive and static pipe ends are the 
same, our static end attaches just like the drive 
chuck with one pin connect and disconnect. This 
feature allows the operator to change drive ends 
without moving the pipe.

These are the best roller screed ends on the 
market! The heavy duty rubber inserts allow 
for quick and easy transfer from one length of 
pipe to another. The ends are easily removed 
and attached to 4” SCH40 aluminum pipe with 
three half-inch bolts that expand the rubber 
when compressed.

The design and placement of the heavy duty 
kickstand allows an operator to leave the 
screed free-standing during a pour without 
catching rebar, formwork, or falling down. 
Kickstand can also be removed and placed in 
back of handle for easy transport and storage.



www.curbroller.com

785-467-3132

info@curbroller.com

From The World Leader In
Concrete Roller Screeds.
As the manufacturers of the EEL Screed 
6100, Curb Roller Mfg has an ever 
expanding line of concrete products and 
accessories. From the award-winning Curb 
Roller to the world’s first battery powered 
roller screed, innovation has always been a 
key part of our process. Our machines allow 
easy and quick transfer of other profiles, 
drums or pipe lengths, making them the 
premier choice of contractors everywhere.

Save yourself time, money, and headaches, 
and begin cutting your crews work time in 
half with our top of the line roller screeds 
today!


